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0 w F w (C(0))s0 w
p0 (C (0))s1 w
p1 (C (0))s2 w
p2 } } } ,
where pi are matrices of convolution operators (in particular, linear differential
operators with constant coefficients), splits from p1 on (in the category of topological
vector spaces). Moreover, we characterize when these complexes split completely.
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0. INTRODUCTION
The main aim of the paper is a study of splitting of exact complexes (in
the category of metrizable vector spaces) of the form:
0 w F w C wT0 C wT1 C  wT2 } } } , (0.1)
where C denotes, in general, the space of smooth sections of some vector
bundle over a C non-compact manifold and Ti are linear and continuous
for the topology on C of uniform convergence on compact sets with
respect to all derivatives. We say that such a (topologically) exact complex
splits at Tk if Tk : C  im Tk has a continuous linear right inverse. We say
that (0.1) splits if it splits at Tk for each k0.
We solve the splitting problem for (0.1) completely. First, we observe
that the space C has a natural structure of a projective limit of a sequence
of Fre chet spaces (‘‘grading’’) and the operators Tk are consistent with this
structure (i.e., they are the so-called ‘‘graded operators’’ as defined below in
Section 2). It can be easily seen that if (0.1) splits (at Tk for k0), then
a fortiori the complex is ‘‘exact’’ and ‘‘splits’’ also with respect to its
‘‘graded’’ structure (comp. Proposition 3.10 and the remark before it).
Moreover, then ker T0 is strict graded (i.e., the linking maps in the grading
of ker T0 are surjective), and it is s-friendly (see Theorem 5.2 (3) below and
the definition after Theorem 4.5). We show that these conditions are also
sufficient for splitting of the whole complex. Therefore the complex (0.1)
splits if and only if it is graded exact and ker T0 is s-friendly and strict (see
Theorem 5.3).
It implies immediately that such an algebraically exact complex (0.1)
splits in the category of metrizable vector spaces at Tk for all kn iff it is
graded exact from Tn on and ker Tn is s-friendly and strict (Corollary 5.3).
If, on the other hand, the whole complex is ‘‘graded exact’’, then ker Tk is
strict for k1 and s-friendly for k2. Therefore then the complex splits
always for k2 and it splits for k1 iff ker T1 is s-friendly (see Theorem
5.2 (1) and (2)).
One of the key observations is that the splitting in the classical sense is
equivalent with the splitting in the ‘‘graded’’ sense in case of the graded
exact complexes (0.1) (Proposition 3.10 and the remark before it). Thus
our main task in the present paper is to decide when the graded exact com-
plex (0.1) graded splits.
Our theory applies also if we substitute C by spaces E(|) or E(Mp) of
ultradifferentiable functions in the sense of Beurling (see [Be], [MV1],
[V3]). These spaces are the infinite topological products of stable nuclear
power series spaces of infinite type 4(:) for suitable chosen : (see [V3,
Corollaries 7.8, 8.6, 8.7]). Since 4(:) is isomorphic to a complemented
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subspace of s (see [MV, 29.2, 29.11, 31.7]) we obtain in this case the same
splitting conditions for the analogues of the complex (0.1). We omit the
details.
Complexes like (0.1) appear naturally as complexes of systems of linear
partial differential equations [P, Chap. VII] and that is why the problem of
their splitting has its relevance. In that case Tk are matrices of differential
operators with constant coefficients. Other natural examples come from the
theory of C-manifolds and the theory of analytic functions ( -complex!)
[H3].
It turns out that even exact complexes of convolution operators are
automatically ‘‘graded exact’’ (see 3.33.7) and kernels of convolution
operators satisfy the necessary and sufficient condition for splitting at T1
mentioned above (Theorem 5.5). As a consequence, we prove that if all Ti
are matrices of convolution operators, then (0.1) always splits at Tk , k1,
and splits at T0 iff ker T0 is strict graded (Corollary 5.6 and 5.7). In case
when T0 in (0.1) is a hypoelliptic differential operator we get results also
in a non-constant coefficients case, for example, if T0 is defined on a
smooth non-compact manifold V, then (0.1) splits iff it is graded exact and
for each compact subset of V the space of restrictions of functions
f # ker T0 is finite dimensional (see Theorem 5.4).
It is known that (0.1) needs not split. For example, Grothendieck, and
Poly [Po] proved that the  -complex does not split at T0 . If T0=P(D) is
a single linear surjective partial differential operator (i.e., 0=T1=
T2= } } } ), the problem of characterization of those P(D) for which (0.1)
splits was posed by L. Schwartz in the fifties and solved completely only
recently by Meise, Taylor, and Vogt [MTV2] (comp. [BMV2], [MV1],
[MTV1], [MTV3]). The problem of splitting of ‘‘long’’ complexes was
also considered: for example, Mitiagin and Henkin [MH] asked if the
 -complex splits at T1 , T2 , ... etc. Palamodov [P3], [P4] studied this
problem in the frame of the theory of differential operators. In particular,
he proved that the  -complex splits at Tk for k1 over any Stein manifold
[P3, 5.1]. Moreover, the same holds if Tk are matrices of linear partial
differential operators with constant coefficients over convex open subsets of
Rn [P4, Ex. 4]. We have shown that the convexity assumption is irrelevant
it suffices that the complex is exact (Corollary 5.6 and Theorem 5.4).
Palamodov’s approach is analytic, he uses a lot of ‘‘hard analysis.’’ Our
approach is completely different: We neglect completely the analytic con-
tent of the problem and the analytic nature of operators and spaces. That
is why we can use purely functional analytic methods and we are able to
obtain much more than the known facts. We hope that, since our method
is based on an abstract approach, our approach will be useful in many
cases where analytic tools are not available due to complexity of the
‘‘analytic’’ structure.
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Now, we explain the organization of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce
(including examples) the category of graded Fre chet spaces (which differs
essentially from the sometimes used notion of a Fre chet space equipped
with a fixed sequence of seminorms). We identify in that category the space
of smooth functions (Theorem 2.4). Then, in Section 3, we consider the
notion of a graded short exact sequence showing many classical examples.
In particular, we show that for convolution operators graded exactness
follows from the algebraic exactness (Theorem 3.6). The core of the paper
is formed by results on the splitting of graded short exact sequences
0 w F wj X wq G w 0. (0.2)
in Section 4. We fix G to be either C or the space of all sequences | and
we characterize all F such that each (0.2) splits in the graded sense
(Theorem 4.1). An analogous result we obtain for F fixed to be C
(Theorem 4.2). The results resemble the splitting theory for the nuclear
Fre chet space s as described in [V4] (it should be mentioned that we will
use results from that theory extensively). In Section 5 we apply the results
of Section 4 to long exact sequences and we prove the main results of our
paper: Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.3, and Theorem 5.5. The obtained results
strengthen the results of Palamodov mentioned above (see Theorem 5.4,
Corollary 5.6 and 5.7). In the last section we show that our results are the
best possible and we show that the full analogy with the splitting theory in
the Fre chet case fails.
A similar theory was obtained by the authors also in case of spaces of
distributions instead of C [DV] but other problems appear there.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Since our paper is addressed both to specialists in differential equations
and in the theory of Fre chet spaces (which are sometimes not very familiar
with the other field) we explain all underlying notions from the both areas.
By a space we always mean a linear locally convex space (lcs). A Fre chet
space means a metrizable complete lcs. Maps and operators refer to linear
continuous mappings while functions to non-linear ones. For other func-
tional anlytic notions see [J] or [Sch].
By a C-manifold we always mean a connected paracompact Hausdorff
one with a countable base. By P(D) we usually denote a matrix of linear
partial differential operators with constant coefficients. Formally, P(D):
C(0)q  C(0)r but, in order to simplify our notation, we omit usually
q and r. This is possible since in any sense considered in this paper C(0)
is isomorphic to C(0)r for each r # N and each 0 (comp. Theorem 2.4
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below). By E$ we denote the space of all distributions of compact support
and by E$rE$ the subspace of distributions of order r. We denote by
B= the open =-ball in Rn with respect to the euclidean norm | } |. If 0Rn
is open, then 0= :=[x # 0 : d(x, 0)>=]. We call a closed subsheaf E of
C-sections of the finite dimensional trivial vector bundle over 0 shift-
invariant if {hE(0)E({&h0), where {h( f )( y) := f ( y&h). For other
terminology connected with C-manifolds, vector bundles etc. see [N],
[H1, 6.3 and 6.4] and [P].
Let K be a compact subset of Rn with a smooth boundary. Then C(K )
is the space of smooth functions on K with the topology of uniform con-
vergence in all derivatives. It is well known that C(K ) is isomorphic to
the space of rapidly decreasing sequences:
s :={x=(xn) : &x&k := :

n=0
nk |xn|<+ for all k=
equipped with the topology generated by (& } &k)k # N (see [T], [V3], [MV,
31.16]). A similar fact holds for the space C 1 (R
n) of 1-periodic smooth
functions [J, 2.10.8].
Let
0 w E wJ F wQ G w 0 (1.1)
be a short (topologically) exact sequence of Fre chet spaces and operators
(e.g., ker Q=im J, J is a topological embedding, Q is a topological
quotient map).
We write Ext1(G, E )=0 if all such sequences split for any Fre chet space
F (i.e., Q has a linear continuous right inverse). By the Open Mapping
Theorem, topological and algebraical exactness are equivalent. For more
information on Ext1 in the category of nuclear Fre chet spaces see [V4],
[V5] (comp. also [MV]). For homological theory of lcs see [V6], [V7]
or [P1], [P2].
The following three known results will be used later on:
Theorem 1.1 ([VW, Satz 1.4] or [V5, Proposition 1.7, Theorem 4.1]).
If F is a subspace of s and E is a space with property (0), then Ext1(F, E )=0.
Remark. Property (0) describes those Fre chet spaces E for which
Ext1(s, E )=0 ([V5, Theorem 4.1]). Notice that every quotient of s and
every Banach space has property (0). For nuclear spaces property (0) and
being a quotient of s are equivalent ([VW, Satz 1.8]). For all this see also
[V1, V4].
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Let us recall that a Fre chet space E satisfies (0) if for every 0-neighbour-
hood U in E there is a 0-neighbourhood V in E such that for any
0-neighbourhood W in E there exists n # N, C<, such that
VCrnW+
1
r
U for all r>0.
Equivalently, (E, (& } &n)n # N) has (0) iff
\p _q \k _$ # (0, 1), C< \y # E$ &y&q*C(&y&k*)
1&$ (&y&p*)
$,
where & } & i* denotes the dual norm for the seminorm & } &i .
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a Fre chet space containing a closed subspace H
and let q: F  FH be the canonical quotient map. Let E be a nuclear Fre chet
space. Then for any short exact sequence:
0 w FH w X wQ E w 0
there is a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 ww FH ww X wwQ E ww 0
q R id
0 ww F ww X1 ww E ww 0.
Proof Let F=proj Fn be a reduced projective limit of Banach spaces Fn ,
with linking maps i n+1n : Fn+1  Fn and canonical maps in : F  Fn . Taking
as Hn :=Fnin(H ) and as linking maps j
n+1
n : Hn+1  Hn operators induced
by i n+1n , we obtain a reduced projective spectrum such that FH=proj Hn
and
qn b i
n+1
n = j
n+1
n b qn+1 ,
where qn : Fn  Hn is the canonical quotient map. Let us denote by
jn : FH  Hn the canonical map and by
j := ‘
n # N
jn : FH w ‘
n # N
Hn , i := ‘
n # N
in : F w ‘
n # N
Fn
the canonical embeddings. By [P1, Corollary 5.1], [V4, Lemma 1.3] or
[V5, Lemma 1.1], the rows are exact in the following commutative
diagram:
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0 ww FH wwj >n # N Hn ww
_ >n # N Hn ww 0
q >n # N qn >n # N qn
0 ww F wwi >n # N Fn ww
7 >n # N Fn ww 0,
where
_((gn)n # N) :=( j
n+1
n gn+1& gn)n # N , 7(( f n)n # N) :=(i
n+1
n f n+1& f n)n # N .
Since Hn is a Banach space and E is a nuclear Fre chet space, [V4,
Corollary 1.2] or [D1, 3.3] and [V4, Theorem 1.8] or [V5, Theorem 1.8]
imply that the canonical map jn extends onto X. Thus also the embedding
j extends onto X as an operator J : X  >n # N Hn . Clearly we obtain the
following commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 ww FH wwj >n # N Hn ww
_ >n # N Hn ww 0
id J S
0 ww FH X Q E 0.
Of course, S=>n # N Sn , Sn : E  Hn and each Sn factorizes through l1
since E is nuclear and Hn is a Banach space. Hence, Sn lifts to a map
Tn : E  Fn , qn b Tn=Sn .
Finally, we construct a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 ww F wwi >n # N Fn ww
7 >n # N Fn ww 0
id W T
0 ww F I X1
U E 0,
where
T := ‘
n # N
Tn , X1 :={( f, e) # \ ‘n # N Fn+_E : 7f =Te= ,
I( f ) :=(if, 0), U( f, e) :=e, W( f, e) := f.
For every x=( f, e) # X1 , there is exactly one y # X such that Jy=
(>n # N qn)( f ), Qy=e. Then, it suffices to define Rx= y. One easily
checks that R is a well-defined linear mapping and the following diagram
is commutative:
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0 ww FH ww X wwQ E ww 0
q R id
0 ww F wwI X1 ww
U E ww 0.
Moreover, a sequence ( yn)n # NX tends to zero if and only if Jyn  0 and
Qyn  0. Hence R is continuous. This completes the proof.
Proposition 1.3. Let E, F be nuclear Fre chet spaces. If E is a subspace
of s and F is a quotient of s, then there are short exact sequences:
0 w E w s w s w 0 and 0 w s w s w F w 0.
Proof. By [V1, Proposition 3.3 (b)], we obtain easily a short exact
sequence:
0 w E w E1_s w s_s w 0,
where E1 is a complemented subspace of s. By [V3, 1.1], E1_s&s. For F
we apply [V1, proof of Proposition 4.5] instead of [V1, Proposition 3.3(b)].
2. THE CATEGORY OF GRADED FRE CHET SPACES
We start with the precise definition of the category of graded Fre chet
spaces. We call a projective system of Fre chet spaces F=(Fn , i kn)k, n # N, n<k
to be a spectrum on F if F is isomorphic to the projective limit of F. Two
spectra (En , i kn) and (Fn , i
k
n) are equivalent if for a suitable increasing
sequence (k(n)) there are maps T k(n)n : Fk(n)  En , S
k(n)
n : Ek(n)  Fn such that
T k(n)n b S
k(k(n))
k(n) =i
k(k(n))
n , S
k(n)
n b T
k(k(n))
k(n) =i
k(k(n))
n .
We denote usually by ik or jk the canonical map F  Fk (depending on
the notation used for linking maps), where F=proj Fn . Similarly, F
(k) :=
ker ik , F (k)m :=ker i
m
k .
A spectrum F=(Fn , i kn) on F is called reduced if in(F ) is dense in Fn for
each n # N. It is worth noting that F is equivalent to a reduced spectrum
iff
\k _l \ml i lk(Fl )i
m
k (Fm). (2.1)
Now, an equivalence class of spectra on F satisfying (2.1) is called a
grading on F. A pair consisting of a Fre chet space F and a fixed grading
F=(Fn , i kn) on F is called a graded Fre chet space. If it makes no mis-
understanding, we will denote the graded space only by its limit space F
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and then we refer to F as to the grading of F. Of course, we also refer to
a grading by its representative.
Let (E, (En , i nm)), (F, (Fn , j
n
m)) be two graded Fre chet spaces, then T is
called a graded operator if T : E  F is an operator (i.e., a continuous linear
map) and there are a sequence (kT (n))n # N of natural numbers and a family
of operators T kn : Ek  Fn such that
jn b T=T
k
n b ik for all n # N, k>kT (n)
i.e., T is the limit operator. Now, we fix our notation: if T : (E, (En , i nm)) 
(F, (Fn , j nm)) is a graded operator, then, for suitable n, m, k, l, we denote
induced maps as follows:
T nm : En  Fm , T
(k)
(l ) : E
(k)  F (l ), (T (k)(l ) )
n
m : E
(k)
n  F
(l )
m .
For all notions in the category of graded Fre chet spaces we use the
adjective ‘‘graded’’. For example, nuclear (Schwartz) graded Fre chet space
means a graded space where one of the spectra representing its grading has
nuclear (Schwartz) step spaces.
We call a graded operator T : E  F a graded homomorphism if for every
n there is mn such that for each 0-neighbourhood U in Ek(n) there is a
0-neighbourhood V in Fm satisfying
T k(n)n (U )$ j mn (V ) & im T k(n)n .
A graded homomorphism T : E  F is called a graded isomorphism if it is
bijective (then the converse map is also a graded homomorphism) and we
write E&g F.
Now, we collect examples starting with abstract ones. Each Fre chet
space E can be equipped with the constant grading (i.e., En=E, i
k
n=id), the
Banach grading (i.e., (En) is a reduced spectrum of Banach spaces [J,
6.8.5]) or the strict norm grading (i.e., En :=Eker & } &n equipped with the
quotient topology with respect to the original (!) topology of E, where
(& } &n) is an arbitrary increasing sequence of seminorms defining the topol-
ogy of E ). The above gradings are functorial, i.e., if we equip both the
domain and the range of an operator T : E  F with the same one of these
gradings, then this makes T to be a graded operator. We denote by Ec, E b,
Esn a graded Fre chet space E equipped with its constant, Banach and strict
norm grading, resp.
If (En) are Fre chet spaces, then by g->n # N En we denote the graded
product, i.e., the graded space (>n # N En , (>nk En , p
m
k )), where
pmk : ‘
nm
En w ‘
nk
En , pmk ((xn)nm)=(xn)nk for mk.
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If En=E, then g->n # N En=: g-E
N. By | we denote the graded product
g-KN of countably many 1-dimensional Fre chet spaces.
Analogously, we can define a graded product of graded spaces. For
(En , (En , k))n # N , we use the grading given by
pmk : ‘
nm
En, m w ‘
nk
En, k , pmk ((xn)nm)=(i
m
k xn)nk for mk.
If (E, (En)) and (F, (Fn)) are graded spaces, then E_g F is a graded space
equipped with the grading (En_Fn)n # N .
We introduce now the notions of a graded subspace and a graded
quotient. Let (E, (En , i kn)) be a graded space, and let AE be a closed
Fre chet subspace. We define:
An :=i n(A), j
k
n : Ak  An , j
k
n=i
k
n| Ak .
By completeness of A, it is easy to show that (A, (An , j kn)) is a graded
space which we call a graded subspace.
Similarly, if Y :=EA, then we call a graded quotient to be (Y, (Yn , j kn)),
where Yn :=En An and j
k
n : Yk  Yn is induced by i
k
n : Ek  En . Of course,
the spectrum (Yn) is reduced and the easy proof of surjectivity of the injec-
tive operator: I: Y  proj Yn , I( f +A) :=(i n f +An)n # N is omitted.
A graded product and strict norm gradings give examples of a strict
graded space: A grading F=(Fn , i kn) is called strict if it satisfies:
\k _l \ml i mk (Fm)=i
l
k(Fl )
or, equivalently, there is an equivalent spectrum with surjective linking
maps (and then ik are also surjective). We will be mostly interested in the
space g-sN which is not only strict but strict normed.
Proposition 2.1. (a) A graded quotient of a strict graded space is
always strict graded.
(b) A grading (En , i kn) on a Fre chet space E is strict norm iff it is
strict and there is an equivalent spectrum (Fn , j kn) such that each Fn has a
continuous norm.
Proof. (a): Obvious. (b): Without loss of generality we may assume
that i k+1k : Ek+1  Ek is surjective and factorizes through ak : Ek+1  Fk .
Taking Gk :=Ek+1 ker ak we obtain an equivalent grading which has sur-
jective linking maps and its steps have continuous norms. It is easily seen,
that (Gk) is strict norm.
Remark. One can prove using results of [DKV] and the methods of
[D2] that a graded nuclear Fre chet space is strict iff it is a graded quotient
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of a graded space g-*(A)N for a suitably chosen Ko the space *(A).
Moreover, each strict graded Fre chet space with an unconditional basis is
a graded product of Fre chet spaces with unconditional bases.
Obviously, AE is a graded complemented subspace of E if there is a
graded projection operator P: E  A such that E=A_g ker P. We will use
a ‘‘graded’’ version of the Pe*czyn ski decomposition method (the proof is
exactly the same as in [V3, Lemma 1.1]):
Proposition 2.2. Let F be a Fre chet space. If E is a graded Fre chet
space graded isomorphic to a graded complemented subspace of G=g-F N
and containing a graded complemented subspace graded isomorphic to G,
then E&g G.
We collect examples from the classical analysis which motivate the whole
theory.
Example 2.3. Let 0 be an open subset in RN and let (0n), (Kn)
be increasing exhaustions of open and of compact subsets of 0, (i.e.,
0n/Kn/0n+1 , n # N 0n=0). We equip the Fre chet space C
(0) of
smooth functions on 0 with the grading defined by two equivalent spectra
(independent of (0n) or of (Kn)):
(i) (C(0n), rkn), r
k
n : C
(0k)  C(0n) the restriction map. In that
case,
& f &m, n := sup
x # (0n, m)
sup
|:|m }
:f
x:
(x) } ,
(0n, m) :=(0n)1m & Bm=[ y # 0n : d( y, 0n)>1m, | y|<m].
(ii) (C(Kn), rkn), r
k
n : C
(Kk)  C (Kn) the restriction map. In that
case we assume that the Kn have smooth boundary and
& f &m, n := sup
x # Kn
sup
|:|m }
:f
x:
(x) } .
More generally, let V be a non-compact C-manifold. Let B be a finite
dimensional C-vector bundle over V. We equip the linear space C(V, B)
of all C-sections in B with the grading in an analogous way as above.
We may define also in a similar way graded Fre chet spaces Cr(0) for
0r<.
Theorem 2.4. If V is a non-compact C-manifold and B is a finite
dimensional C vector bundle over V, then C(V, B) is graded isomorphic
to g-sN, where s is the space of rapidly decreasing sequences.
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Proof (A simplification kindly provided by A. Peris). By [V3, 2.1, 5.1],
C(V, B) is isomorphic to sN in the category of Fre chet spaces. Since both
spaces have strict norm grading (see Proposition 2.1 (b)) and this grading
is functorial, thus both spaces are graded isomorphic.
Example 2.5. Let P: C(V, BV )  C(W, BW ) be a linear differential
operator, where V, W are C-manifolds and BV , BW are respective vector
bundles. Then [N, 3.3.3] means that P is a graded operator.
Example 2.6. Let 0 be an open subset of Rn and let E be a closed
shift-invariant subsheaf of C-sections of the finite dimensional trivial
vector bundle over 0. Now, if + is a distribution with its support contained
in an =-ball, then the convolution map T+( f ) := f V + is a graded operator
T+ : E(0)  E(0=).
3. GRADED EXACT SEQUENCES
Let E, F, G be graded Fre chet spaces and let us consider a diagram of
graded operators:
E wT F wS G. (3.1)
It is graded exact at F if both T and S are graded homomorphisms, im T=
ker S, and the following two conditions hold:
(1) for every n # N and mkT (n) there is l and pmax(n, kS(l ))
such that im T mn $i pn ker S pl ;
(2) for every n # N there is pkT (kS(n)) such that S kS (n)n b T
p
kS (n)
=0.
The graded exact (at each space) sequence (1.1): is called a graded short
exact sequence. It is clear that E is graded isomorphic (by J ) to a graded
subspace J(E ) of F and G is graded isomorphic to the corresponding
graded quotient FJ(E ).
We explain now what graded exactness adds to topological exactness.
Let (3.1) be topologically exact at F. On ker S we have three (non-
necessarily equivalent) spectra:
(i) (In), In :=T(En), T(En) equipped with the quotient topology
induced from En , i.e., the quotient grading induced by T from E ;
(ii) (Hn), Hn :=i n(ker S ), where i n : F  Fn , i.e., the subspace
grading on ker S induced from F ;
(iii) (Kn), Kn :=ker S
kS (n)
n , ker S
kS (n)
n has the topology induced from
FkS (n) .
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The spectra are ordered from the ‘‘strongest’’ to the ‘‘weakest’’. Now (3.1)
is graded exact at F if and only if the three spectra above are equivalent.
The essential meaning of graded exactness is explained by the following
proposition:
Proposition 3.1. Let E, F, G be graded Fre chet spaces and let all arrows
in the diagram below denote graded operators:
0 w E wJ F wQ G w 0. (3.2)
Then (3.2) is graded exact iff there is a commutative diagram:
0 ww E0 ww
J0 F0 ww
Q0 G0 ww 0
b b b
0 ww En ww
Jn Fn ww
Qn Gn ww 0
i n
n+1 i n
n+1 i n
n+1 (3.3)
0 ww En+1 ww
Jn+1 Fn+1 ww
Qn+1 Gn+1 ww 0
b b b
0 ww E wwJ F wwQ G ww 0,
where all rows are exact in the category of Fre chet spaces and the columns
above E, F, G are gradings of the respective graded spaces. Moreover, either
the spectrum (Fn) could be chosen as a subsequence of the given spectrum on
F or the spectra (En) and (Gn) could be chosen as subsequences of the given
spectra on E and G, resp.
Remarks. (a) If a diagram like (3.3) exists, we say that the diagram
(3.2) is the ‘‘projective limit’’ of diagrams:
0 ww En ww
Jn Fn ww
Qn Gn ww 0.
(b) The Proposition can be also generalized for ‘‘long’’ exact sequences.
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Let us assume that
E=(E, (Xn , i kn)), F=(F, (Yn , i
k
n)), G=(G, (Zn , i
k
n))
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and we assume that (3.2) is graded exact. Without loss of generality we
may assume that kJ (n)=kQ(n)=n. Moreover, m from the definition of
homomorphism (for J or Q) may be chosen to be n+1. Without loss of
generality, Jn :=J
n
n , Qn :=Q
n
n may be assumed to be injections and surjec-
tions, respectively. Also taking subsequences of the spectra we may assume
that in the definition of exactness p=l=n+1.
We take En=im Jn (equipped with the topology induced from Yn) and
Gn=Yn En . Since Jn is injective, it is clear that i
n+1
n : Xn+1  Xn factorizes
through En+1 and the corresponding linking map En+1  En factorizes
through Xn . Since Qn is surjective, it is easily seen that i
n+1
n : Zn+1  Zn
factorizes through Gn and the corresponding linking map Gn+1  Gn fac-
torizes through Zn+1 . Finally, (Xn) and (Zn) are equivalent to (En) and
(Gn) respectively. We may take now Fn=Yn and the diagram (3.3) is con-
structed.
Now, we show that (En) and (Gn) may be chosen to be subsequences of
(Xn) and (Zn). We have obtained the following commutative diagram:
0 ww En ww
Jn Fn ww
Qn Gn ww 0
T id id
Xn Fn Gn
S in
n+1 in
n+1
0 ww En+1 ww
Jn+1 Fn+1 ww
Qn+1 Gn+1 ww 0
such that T b S=i n+1n . It is easily seen that we obtain the following commu-
tative diagram with exact rows (see [DV, Proposition 1.1 or Theorem 3.11
below):
0 ww En
Jn Fn
Qn Gn ww 0
T V2 i n
n+1
0 ww Xn ww
W1 (Xn_Fn+1)A ww
W2 Gn+1 ww 0
S V1 id
0 ww En+1
Jn+1 Fn+1
Qn+1 Gn+1 ww 0,
where
A :=[(Sy, &Jn+1 y): y # En+1],
V1( f ) :=(0, f )+A, V2(x, f ) :=Jn b Tx+i
n+1
n f,
W1(x) :=(x, 0)+A, W2(x, f ) :=Qn+1 f.
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Putting in (3.3) the middle row of the above diagram instead of the upper
one we have obtained En=Xn . Similarly, we modify Gn to Zn .
We are interested in the exactness of the diagrams (3.2), where Q is a
differential operator between various C-spaces. Since C(0)&g g-sN
(Theorem 2.4), the following proposition will be very useful:
Proposition 3.2. Let En , Fn , n # N, be Fre chetSchwartz spaces and let
E :=g- ‘
n # N
En , F :=g- ‘
n # N
Fn .
For any graded map T : E  F with a closed range the following assertions
are equivalent :
(a) for every l there is k such that
T $ \nk F $n+$\nl E$n+& im T $;
(b) the following sequence
0 w ker T w E wT im T w 0 (3.4)
is graded exact, whenever both ker T and im T are graded subspaces of E
and F, resp.
Proof. Let us denote by (Un, k)k # N , (Vn, k)k # N decreasing closed
absolutely convex 0-neighbourhood bases in Fre chet spaces En and Fn ,
respectively. Then the following sets form 0-neighbourhood bases in k th
step and l th step of the graded spaces F and E, resp.:
\nk V%n, p+
%
= ‘
nk
Vn, p_ ‘
n>k
Fn ,
(3.5)
\nl U%n, q+
%
= ‘
nl
Un, q_ ‘
n>l
En .
(a) O (b): Since im T $ is closed, the space (nl E$n) & im T $ is an
LS-space [F1] with a fundamental sequence of bounded sets ((nl U%n, p)
& im T $)p # N . Since (nk V%n, q)q # N is a fundamental sequence of
bounded sets in (nk F $n), we get [MV, 24.33]
\p _q T $ \nk V%n, q+$im T $ & \nl U%n, p+ .
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By duality,
\l _k \p _q \e # E : if Te # \nk V%n, q+
%
, then e # \nl U%n, p+
%
+ker T .
(3.6)
On the other hand, T is graded and thus, by (3.5),
\m _l \p _q: T \\nl U%n, q+
%+\ nm V%n, p+
%
. (3.7)
Now, for arbitrary m we choose l according to (3.7) and then for l we find
k according to (3.6). We have proved that the mapping from ik(im T ) to
im(im T ) induced by i km : >nk Fn  >nm Fn factorizes through >nl En 
il (ker T ). We have shown that our sequence (3.4) is a projective limit of
exact sequences:
0 w il (ker T ) w ‘
nl
En w ‘
nl
En il (ker T ) w 0 (3.8)
and (>kn Ek  in(ker T )) form a spectrum on im T equivalent to the
grading induced from its superspace F. Apply 3.1.
(b) O (a): By (3.5), the graded exactness of (3.4) implies that
\l _k \p _q im T & \nk V%n, q+
%
T \\nl U%n, p+
%+ .
The condition (a) follows by the Bipolar Theorem [Sch, IV.1.5 Corol-
lary 2].
We will be mostly interested in topologically exact differential complexes
of the form:
0  ker P0(D)(0)  C(0, B0) ww
P0(D) C(0, B1) ww
P1(D) C(0, B2)  } } } ,
(3.9)
where Bi are vector bundles over a C-manifold 0 and Pi (D) are differen-
tial operators (see [N, 3.3.1]) or convolution operators. Propositions 3.1
and 3.2 give two ways of proving graded exactness of (3.9), where
ker P0(D)(0) has a grading induced from C(0, B0):
I. We have to show that there is an open exhaustion (0n) of 0 such
that (3.9) is also topologically exact whenever 0 is substituted by 0n . Of
course, (3.9) is a projective limit of the corresponding complexes over
0n and (C(0n , Bk))n # N is a standard grading on C
(0, Bk). By 3.1, it
suffices to show that also N :=(ker P0(D)(0n)) forms a spectrum on
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ker P0(D)(0) equivalent to the spectrum induced from C (0, B0). In fact,
it is enough to show that N is equivalent to a reduced spectrum, i.e., for
every n # N there is k # N such that each f # ker P0(D)(0k) can be
approximated on 0n by elements of ker P0(D)(0).
II. By Proposition 3.2, it suffices to show that for every n # N and
every compact set K0 there is a compact set L0 such that for any
, # C(0, Bn)$ & im P$n(D), supp ,K, there is a  # C
(0, Bn+1)$,
supp L, satisfying Pn(D)$ =,.
Example 3.3. Let 0Rn be an open convex set and let P0(D):
C(0)s0  C(0)s1 be a matrix of linear partial differential operators with
constant coefficients. By [P, Ch. VII.7 and 8], we construct a topologically
exact sequence:
0 w ker P0(D)(0) w C (0)s0 ww
P0(D) C (0)s1
ww
P1(D) C(0)s2 wwP2(D) } } } w C (0)sn w 0, (3.10)
where Pk(D) are also linear partial differential operators with constant
coefficients not depending on 0. The above complex is graded exact since
we can apply the method I taking convex sets 0n :=[x # 0 : |x|<n,
d(x, 0)>1n]. The corresponding ‘‘density conditions’’ for kernels holds
for k=l by [P, Ch. VII.8, Theorem 3].
Example 3.4. The above example is a particular case of a much more
general situation. Namely, for any open subset 0Rn we can construct a
complex (3.10) (see [P, Ch. VII.7]). Let p0 be a polynomial matrix
associated to P0(D) and let pt0 be its transpose. If P is the ring of polyno-
mials over Rn, then M denotes the P-module Ps0pt0P
s1. Then, there exists
an exact sequence of P-modules:
} } } w Ps2 w
pt1 Ps1 w
p t0 Ps0 w M w 0. (3.11)
We take Pk(D) as the differential operator which corresponds to the matrix
pk and then (3.10) is called the differential complex associated to the
operator P0(D) (it depends only on the algebraic properties of p0). The set
0 is called M-convex (see [P, Ch. VII.7]) if the complex (3.10) associated
to P0(D) is (topologically) exact (exactness of this complex depends only
on M but not on the choice of the resolvent (3.11)).
Theorem 3.5. Let 0Rn be an open subset. Then the above constructed
complex associated to P0(D) is graded exact if and only if 0 is M-convex.
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This is an immediate consequence of the following:
Theorem 3.6. Let 0$ and 0", 0"0$= , be two open subsets of R
n and
let T be a matrix of convolution operators with supports contained in the
=-ball. If T : (C(0$)) i  (C(0")) j has a closed range, then the sequence
0 w ker T(0$) w (C(0$)) i w im T w 0
is graded exact whenever both ker T(0$) and im T are equipped with
gradings induced from their C-superspaces.
In particular, the above holds if T is a matrix of linear partial differential
operators with constant coefficients and 0$=0".
Remark. For surjective partial differential operators P(D) with constant
coefficients we can prove 3.6 using 3.2 and [P, Ch. VII.10, Theorem 1].
Proof. Let Tf :=+ V f. Since the general case has the same proof we
assume i= j=1.
Let K/0$ be compact, K/int L0 , L0/0$ compact. B0=[ f # C(0$) :
supp f/L0 , & f &1] is bounded in E$(0$). Hence, due to [MV, 24.33],
there exists a bounded set B1/E$(0") so that T $(B1)#im T $ & B0 . B1
may be assumed of the form
B1 :=[u # E$(0") : sup[ |u(.)|: . # C (0"), sup
|:|r
x # L1
|:.(x)|1]C]
with compact L1/0", which proves the result due to Proposition 3.2.
Let u # im T $ & E$(K ). For . # D(Rn),  .=1, .=(x)==&n.(x=) and
=>0 small enough, we apply this to u V .= # M } B0 . Letting =  0 we
obtain T $E$(L1)#im T $ & E$(K ).
Example 3.7. Let us consider an n-dimensional Stein manifold 0. Then
the  -complex
0 w A(0) w C(0)n w C(0)(
n
2) w } } } w C (0)(
n
n) w 0 (3.13)
is topologically exact [H3, Corollary 5.2.6 and Theorem 5.2.10] and
graded exact by the method I. We take an exhaustion (0n), 0n :=
[z # 0 : ,(z)<n], for a suitably chosen strictly plurisubharmonic function
, on 0 (see the proof of [H3, Theorem 5.2.10]). The corresponding
approximation property of elements of A(0k) on 0n , n<k, by elements of
A(0) holds by [H3, Theorem 5.2.8].
Remark. The graded exactness of more general differential complexes
over domains of holomorphy follows analogously from [P, Ch. VII.12,
Theorem 1].
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We conclude this presentation of graded exact sequences by the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.8. For every graded Fre chet space E=(E, (En , i kn)) there
is a graded short exact sequence:
0 w E wJ g- ‘
n # N
En w
_ g- ‘
n # N
En w 0, (3.14)
where
J( f ) :=(in f )n # N , _(( f n)) :=(i
n+1
n f n+1& f n)n # N .
Proof. It is known (see [P1, Corollary 5.1], comp. [V4, Lemma 1.3]
or [V5, Lemma 1.1]) that (3.14) is algebraically (and thus topologically)
exact. Of course, (3.14) is a projective limit of exact diagrams:
0 w ker Gn w ;
kn+1
Ek w
Gn ‘
kn
Ek w 0,
Gn(( fk)kn+1) :=(i
k+1
k fk+1& f k)k # N .
Since E is the projective limit of the reduced spectrum (En), it is easily seen
that the image of E in ker Gn is dense. Hence, (ker Gn) forms a reduced
spectrum on E equivalent to the given one. This completes the proof by 3.1.
We need the following easy proposition (the proof is left to the reader):
Proposition 3.9. Let U, V, W, X, Y, Z be graded Fre chet spaces. Let
the following graded diagram with graded exact rows commute:
0 ww U wwj0 W wwq0 V ww 0
P Q R
0 ww Y wwj X wwq Z ww 0.
Then P extends to a graded operator on X iff R lifts with respect to q0 to
a graded operator into W.
We say that the graded short exact sequence:
0 w E wJ F wQ G w 0 (3.15)
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graded splits iff there is a graded right inverse for Q, i.e., a graded operator
R: G  F, Q b R=idG . By 3.9, it is equivalent with the existence of a graded
left inverse for J, i.e., a graded operator S : F  E, S b J=idE , or, equiv-
alently, im J=ker Q is graded complemented in F. Similarly, we say that
the graded exact complex
0 w E w F0 w
T0 F1 w
T1 F2 w
T2 F3 w } } } (3.16)
graded splits at Fk (or at Tk) if there is a graded right inverse for Tk :
Fk  im Tk . Let us fix for a moment graded Fre chet spaces E and G.
If every graded short exact sequence (3.15) graded splits, we write
Ext1g(G, E )=0.
In fact, we are interested in splitting of (3.15) or (3.16) in the category
of Fre chet spaces but in many cases this is the same as graded splitting. In
particular, as follows from the following proposition and Theorem 2.4, that
is true for all (topologically) exact sequences considered in Examples 3.3,
3.4, 3.7 and Theorem 3.6.
Proposition 3.10. (a) Let E, F have strict norm gradings and let T :
E  im TF be a graded quotient map. Then T has a graded right inverse
map iff it has a linear continuous right inverse.
(b) Let F0 , F1 , ... have strict norm gradings. Then the graded exact
complex (3.16) graded splits at Fk iff it splits at Fk in the category of Fre chet
spaces.
Proof. (a) Sufficiency: Since im T is a graded subspace and a graded
quotient of a space with the strict norm grading, by 2.1 (b), im T has the
strict norm grading. Thus any continuous operator S: im T  E is a graded
operator (by functoriality of the strict norm grading). (b): Follows
immediately from (a).
We conclude the section with an abstract result which will be useful later
on.
Theorem 3.11. Let X, Y, Z, U be graded Fre chet spaces and let
0 w Y wj X wq Z w 0
be a graded short exact sequence.
(a) If T : Y  U is a graded operator, then there is a unique (up to
equivalence) commutative graded diagram with both rows graded exact :
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0 ww U wwjU XU ww
qU Z ww 0
T S id
0 ww Y wwj X wwq Z ww 0,
where
XU :=(U_g X )A, A :=[(Ty, &jy) # U_X : y # Y ].
Moreover, T has a graded extension on X iff the upper row in the above
diagram graded splits. If T is a graded embedding, then S is a graded embed-
ding as well and jU induces a graded isomorphism of U im T onto XU im S.
(b) If T : U  Z is a graded operator, then there is a unique (up to
equivalence) commutative graded diagram with both rows graded exact :
0 ww Y wwj X wwq Z ww 0
id R T
0 ww Y wwj
U
X U wwq
U
U ww 0,
where X U :=[(x, u) # X_U : qx=Tu]X_g U. Moreover, T has a graded
lifting to X iff the lower row in the diagram above graded splits. If T is a
graded quotient map, then R is a graded quotient map as well and qU induces
a graded isomorphism of ker R onto ker T.
Proof. The proof is a stepwise repetition of the proof of the analogous
result for Fre chet spaces. We define (we omit the rest of details):
S(x) :=(0, x)+A, jU (x) :=(x, 0)+A, qU (x, y) :=qy
R(x, y) :=x, j U(x) :=( jx, 0), qU(x, y) := y.
4. AN ABSTRACT SPLITTING THEORY
The present section is devoted to the proof of the following two main
results. They are surprisingly similar to characterizations of topological
subspaces and quotients of s (see [V4, Theorem 2.5], [V1], [VW]) but as
we will see later (Ex. 6.1) the full analogy cannot be achieved. In particular,
it does not suffice in 4.1 (2) that simply G is a graded quotient of g-sN.
Theorem 4.1. The following assertions are equivalent for each graded
nuclear Fre chet space G.
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(1) Ext1g(g-s
N, G )=0.
(2) There exists a graded exact sequence of the form:
0 w g-sN w g-sN w G w 0.
(3) There exists a graded exact sequence of the form:
0 w H w g-sN w G w 0,
where H is a graded quotient of g-sN;
(4) There exists a graded exact sequence of the form:
0 w H w g-sN w G w 0,
where H has a strict grading;
(5) There exists a graded exact sequence of the form:
0 w H w g-sN w G w 0,
where H has a grading consisting of quotients of s;
(6) G is a strict graded space satisfying the following conditions: (a) G
is a topological quotient of s, (b) for every k there is l such that the embedding
J (l )(k) :=id
(l )
(k) : G
(l )  G (k) factorizes through a quotient of s.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a graded nuclear Fre chet space. Then the follow-
ing assertions are equivalent :
(1) Ext1g(G, g-s
N)=0;
(2) G is graded isomorphic to a graded subspace of g-sN.
Before we prove the main results let us give an immediate consequence
of 4.1 (sufficiency follows from 4.8 and 1.1). More applications will be given
in the next section.
Corollary 4.3. A graded nuclear Fre chet space G is graded isomorphic
to a graded complemented subspace of g-sN iff Ext1g(g-s
N, G )=0 and
Ext1g(G, g-s
N)=0.
Remark. There exists a graded subspace G of g-sN which is graded
isomorphic to a graded quotient of g-sN but not graded isomorphic to a
graded complemented subspace of g-sN, see Example 6.3 (comp. the case
of s, [VW], or also [V1]).
We start the preparation for the proof with the following key lemma.
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Lemma 4.4. Let G have a strict grading and let us consider a graded
short exact sequence
0 w G w E wQ F w 0. (4.1)
Then for every k there are l and m0 such that for each mm0 the natural
embedding id(m)(k) : F
(m)  F (k) graded factorizes through a graded quotient
of E (l ).
Remark. Lemma 4.4 means that for the grading on G induced from E
we obtain the following commutative graded diagram (for a suitable choice
of (kn) and (ln)):
0 ww G ww E wwQ F ww 0
0 ww G (k1) ww E (k1) ww E (k1)G (k1) ww 0
id id
G (k1) E (k1) F (l1)
0 ww G (k2) ww E (k2) ww E (k2)G (k2) ww 0 (4.2)
id id
G (k2) E (k2) F (l2)
0 ww G (k3) ww E (k3) ww E (k3)G (k3) ww 0
b b b
For the sake of technical simplicity we will prove below only a topological
factorization (the graded version will be used only in the proof of
Theorem 4.5 (2) below).
Proof. We have to prove that: \l _m: Q(E (l ))$F (m). By Proposi-
tion 3.1, without loss of generality, we may assume that we have the fol-
lowing commutative diagram:
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0 ww Gk ww Ek ww
Qk Fk ww 0
0 ww G ww E wwQ F ww 0.
By strictness of G:
\l _m: i ml ker Qmil ker Q.
Let y # F (m), there is x # E satisfying Qx= y. Obviously imx # ker Qm and
we find z # ker Q such that il x=il z. Finally x&z # E (l ) and Q(x&z)=
Qx= y.
Now, we prove our first splitting result:
Theorem 4.5. Let G be a strict graded space and let F be a graded sub-
space of g-sN. If G satisfies conditions (a) and (b) from Theorem 4.1 (6),
then the following graded short exact sequence
0 w G w E wQ F w 0
graded splits whenever one of the following conditions hold : (1) G&g g-sN;
(2) E&g g-sN; (3) F&g g-sN.
Definition. We call a graded space G s-friendly if it satisfies: (a$) G has
a grading consisting of spaces with property (0); (b$) for every k there is
l such that for any m there is q such that the map (J (l )(k))
q
m : G
(l )
q  G
(k)
m
(induced by the identity) factorizes through a space with property (0).
Remark. Notice that every quotient of s and every Banach space has
property (0) (see remark after Theorem 1.1). In particular, each graded
space with a Banach grading is s-friendly. Since a nuclear Fre chet space has
property (0) iff it is isomorphic to a quotient of s, thus for nuclear strict
graded spaces G we can substitute ‘‘with property (0)’’ by ‘‘isomorphic to
a quotient of s’’ in the definition of s-friendliness.
Every graded complemented subspace of g-sN is strict and s-friendly. The
proof of 4.5 (2) below shows that if G is strict, then the conditions (a) and
(b) from Theorem 4.1 (6) imply that G is s-friendly. Moreover, in case (2)
above it suffices to assume that G is s-friendly.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. (1) If G=g->n # N Hn , Hn&s, by 3.1, we may
assume without loss of generality that the grading (F n) of F consists of sub-
spaces of s and we have the following commutative diagram with topologi-
cally exact rows:
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0 ww >nk Hnww Ek ww Fk ww 0
ik ik ik
0 G E ww F ww 0.
The upper row topologically splits by Theorem 1.1. In particular, the pro-
jection pk : G  Hk has an extension Sk onto E factorizing through Ek . The
map S : E  G, S :=>n # N Sn is a projection as we are looking for.
(2) If G has a strict grading, then the steps may be chosen to be
quotients of G and, hence of s. Secondly, G (k) with the grading induced
from G, has the strict grading (G (k)m )m # N . Similarly, (E
(k)
m ), (F
(k)
m ) are
gradings induced on E (k) or F (k) by the graded spaces E or F, respectively.
By i (k)n : F
(k)  F (k)n we denote the associated maps.
By 4.4, we obtain the diagram (4.2). By the condition (b), without loss
of generality, we may assume that for each m, n there is qn(m) such that
(J (kn+1)
(kn)
)qn(m)m : G
(kn+1)
qn(m)
 G (kn)m
factorizes through a quotient of s and >nk sE
(k)>nk&1 s
>n # N s. By 3.1, we obtain the following commutative diagram with
topologically exact rows, where Fn are subspaces of s:
0 ww Gl2 ww El2 ww
Ql2 Fl2 ww 0
id id
Gl2 >nk s Fl2
R
0 ww Gp ww Ep ww
Qp Fp ww 0
ip ip ip
0 ww G ww E wwQ F ww 0.
Since Gp is a quotient and Fp a subspace of s, the middle row splits by
Theorem 1.1, i.e., Qp has a right inverse Tp . On the other hand, since
E=>n # N s, there is an embedding wp : >n p&1 s  E, R b ip b wp=id. We
define S0 :=wp b R b Tp b ip : F  E, then il2 b Q b S0=il2 and id&Q b S0 :
F  F (l2).
Now, we repeat the above procedure inductively in order to construct
Sn : F
(l2n)  E (k2n&1) such that il2n+2 b Q b Sn=il2n+2 | F (l2n) . For example, we
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show how to obtain S1 . Applying 3.1 and the diagram (4.2) we get for q :=
q1(l4) and J :=(J
(k2)
(k1)
)ql4 :
0 ww Gl4 ww El4 ww
Ql4 Fl4 ww 0
id id
Gl4 >
n1
n=k1
s Fl4
R1
0 ww G (k1)l4 ww E
(k1)
l4
ww E (k1)l4 G
(k1)
l4
ww 0
J U
0 ww G (k2)q ww E
(k2)
q ww E
(k2)
q G
(k2)
q ww 0
V
F (l2)q .
Since F (l2)q is a subspace of s and J factorizes through a quotient of s, by
Theorem 1.1, U b V lifts to a map U1 : F (l2)q  E
(k1)
l4
. Let w (k)i : >
i
n=k s 
>n=k s be the standard embedding then
S1 :=w (k1)n1 b R1 b U1 b i
(l2)
q : F
(l2)  E (k1)
is the map we are looking for.
Finally,
S :=S0+S1 b (id&Q b S0)+S2 b (id&Q b S1) b (id&Q b S0)+ } } }
is a graded lifting as we would like to construct.
(3) We use again the diagram (4.2). Without loss of generality
we may assume that F=>n # N Hn , Hn&s, F
(k)=>n>k Hn and J
(k2)
(k1)
:
G (k2)  G (k1) factorizes through a quotient of s. We will construct maps
Sn : Hn  E such that Q b Sn=idHn .
For nl2 we define Sn to be a lifting with respect to Q of the standard
embedding wn : Hn  F (it exists by Theorem 1.1 since G is a quotient
of s).
For l2<nl3 we get a commutative diagram with topologically exact
rows:
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0 ww G (k1) ww E (k1) wwQ
(k1) E (k1)G (k1) ww 0
J
(k2)
(k1)
R2
0 ww G (k2) ww E (k2) wwQ
(k2) E (k2)G(k2) ww 0
R1
F (l2)
wn
Hn .
Since Hn&s and J
(k2)
(k1)
factorizes through a quotient of s, the map
R2 b R1 b wn has a lifting Sn with respect to Q(k1) (Theorem 1.1).
Finally, repeating the above procedure inductively, we get for lm<
nlm+1 a map Sn : Hn  E
(km&1) such that Q b Sn=idHn .
As easily seen for every (xn) # >n # N Hn the series  Snxn converges
in E, thus S: F  E, S((xn)n # N) := Snxn is a well-defined graded right
inverse for Q.
A simplification of the proof of Theorem 4.5 (3) gives the sufficiency part
of the following result (comp. [V4, Theorem 5.2]). The necessity part could
be obtained by a obvious modification of the proof of [V4, Lemma 3.2]:
Theorem 4.6. A graded Fre chet space G satisfies Ext1g(|, G )=0 if and
only if G is a strict graded space.
Now, in order to apply Theorem 4.5 we have to find spaces G for which
the corresponding conditions (a) and (b) hold. In fact, by the remark after
Theorem 4.5, we obtain even s-friendliness of G.
Theorem 4.7. The conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.1 (6) are satis-
fied for a graded space G (in particular, G is a s-friendly strict graded space)
whenever there exists a graded short exact sequence
0 w H wj g-sN wq G w 0,
where H satisfies one of the following conditions: (i) H&g g-sN; (ii) H is
strict graded ; (iii) H has a grading consisting of Fre chet spaces with property
(0) ( for example, Banach spaces or quotients of s).
Proof. The remark after Theorem 4.5 shows that it suffices only to
prove conditions (a) and (b). Since sN is a topological quotient of s [V0,
1.6] or [V1, 3.1], the condition (a) is obvious. In cases (i) and (ii) H has
a strict grading, thus (b) follows from Lemma 4.4.
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It suffices to show (b) in case (iii). We assume that E=g-sN is equipped
with the grading (E n), E n=>kn s. By Proposition 3.1, there are gradings
(G n) on G and (Hn) on H such that the following diagram with exact rows
commutes:
0 ww Hk&1 ww
jk&1 Ek&1 ww
qk&1 Gk&1 ww 0
i kk&1 i
k
k&1 i
k
k&1
0 ww Hk ww
jk Ek ww
qk Gk ww 0
ik ik
0 ww H wwj E wwq G ww 0
E (k) wwq
(k)
G (k).
We may assume without loss of generality that i kk&1: Hk  Hk&1 factorizes
through maps Hk w
U Zk w
V Hk&1 and Zk has property (0). Since
ik&1: E  Ek&1 is a projection, we have a lifting T : Hk&1  E of jk&1 . In
fact, q b T : Hk&1  G (k&1).
We will prove that the map
S :=(q(k&1)+q b T b V ): E (k&1)_Zk  G (k&1)
satisfies im S$G (k). Indeed, if x # G (k)G, there is y # E such that qy=x.
Moreover, 0=ik x=qk ik y and there exists z # Hk such that jk z=ik y.
Now,
ik&1 y=i kk&1 jk z=ik&1 b T b i
k
k&1z
which implies
( y&TVUz) # E (k&1) and x=S( y&TVUz, Uz).
By the Closed Graph Theorem, J (k)(k&1) : G
(k)  G (k&1) factorizes through
a quotient of E (k&1)_Zk which has property (0) (because sN is a quotient
of s, see [V0, 1.6] or [V1, 3.1]). Since (0) is inherited by quotients, G is
s-friendly by the same arguments as in the remark after Theorem 4.5. Since
G is strict, by passing to an equivalent spectrum we may assume that
J (k)(k&1) : G
(k)  G (k&1) is surjective and G (k) are nuclear, thus G (k&1) has
property (0) as a quotient of a space with (0). By [V1, Theorem 1.4],
G (k&1) is a quotient of s.
For the proof of Theorem 4.1 (1) O (2) we need some additional results:
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Lemma 4.8. Let D be a Fre chet space. Then the following assertions are
equivalent :
(1) Ext1g(g-D
N, g-DN)=0 (splitting in the category of graded Fre chet
spaces);
(2) Ext1(D, D)=0 (splitting in the category of Fre chet spaces).
Let us recall that Ec denotes a graded Fre chet space equipped with the
constant grading.
Proof. Obviously (1) implies (2). We have to prove the reverse direction.
First, we show Ext1g(D
c, g-D N)=0. By 3.1, we obtain for each graded
exact sequence
0 w Dc wJ X wQ g-D N w 0
the following commutative diagram:
0 ww D wwJn Xn ww
Qn Drn ww 0
id in irn
0 ww D wwJ X wwQ g-DN ww 0.
Since the upper row splits in the category of Fre chet spaces we have a
projection Pn : Xn  D. It is easily seen that Pn b in : X  D
c is a graded
operator.
Now, let
0 w g-DN wJ X wQ g-DN w 0
be an arbitrary graded exact sequence. A projection Pn : g-D
N  Dc onto
nth factor is a graded operator. Thus, by 3.11 (a), we obtain a com-
mutative diagram in the category of graded Fre chet spaces with graded
exact rows:
0 ww Dc wwJn Yn ww
Qn g-DN ww 0
Pn id
0 ww g-DN wwJ X wwQ g-D N ww 0.
Since the upper sequence splits, Pn has a graded extension Sn : X  g-D
N,
S(x) :=(Snx)n # N , is a graded operator and S b J=idg-DN . This completes
the proof.
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Proposition 4.9. Let D be a nuclear Fre chet space and let F, G be
graded Fre chet spaces such that G is a graded subspace of F. Then
Ext1g(D
c, F )=0 implies that Ext1g(D
c, FG )=0.
Corollary 4.10. Let D be a nuclear Fre chet space and let F be a
graded Fre chet space. If Ext1g(g-D
N, F )=0, then F has a strict grading
(Fn , i
k+1
k ) such that
Ext1(D, Fk)=0 for every k # N.
Proof of 4.10. By Theorem 4.6, F has a strict grading (Fk , i k+1k ) such
that Fk is a quotient of F. Apply 4.9.
Proof of 4.9. By Theorem 1.2, applied to
0 w FG wj X wq D c w 0
we construct a commutative diagram in the category of Fre chet spaces
which is graded if we equip the spaces in the lower row with the constant
gradings
0 ww FG wwj X wwq Dc ww 0
Q T id
0 ww F c ww Z c ww D c ww 0.
Since Q graded factorizes through the graded map id: F c  F, we obtain by
3.11, the following graded commutative diagram:
0 ww F ww Z1 ww D c ww 0
id T1 id
0 ww F c ww Zc ww D c ww 0.
By the definition of Z1 and T1 according to 3.11 and its proof (comp. the
proof of 3.1), we observe easily that T factorizes through T1 and we have
another graded commutative diagram (T=T2 b T1):
0 ww FG wwj X wwq Dc ww 0
Q T2 id
0 ww F ww Z1 ww Dc ww 0
id T1 id
0 ww F c ww Zc ww D c ww 0.
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Since the middle row splits in the graded category, the upper one splits as
well as it is easily seen.
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of 4.1. (1) O (2) By Corollary 4.10, we may assume that the
grading (G n , i
n+1
n ) of G is strict and consists of spaces satisfying
Ext1(s, G n)=0. By [V1, 1.4 and 4.5], Gk is a quotient of s and we have the
following short exact sequence (Proposition 1.3):
0 w s w s wqk Gk w 0.
By 3.11 and 3.8, we obtain the following diagram:
0 0
0 ww G ww g->n # N G n ww
_ g->n # N G n ww 0
id q
0 ww G Y g-sN ww 0
g-sN ww g-sN
0 0,
where q((xn)n # N)=(qnxn)n # N . Since the second row graded splits, taking
the first column we obtain by 3.11:
0 0
0 ww g-sN ww G_g g-sN ww g->n # N G n ww 0
id
0 ww g-sN X g-sN ww 0
g-sN ww g-sN
0 0.
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By 1.1 and 4.8, Ext1g(g-s
N, g-sN)=0 and the second row graded splits.
Hence we obtain the following short graded exact sequence:
0 w g-sN w g-sN w G_g g-sN w 0.
By Ext1g(g-s
N, g-sN)=0, for some graded complemented subspace Y of g-sN
we get:
0 w g-sN w Y w G w 0.
Then we obtain the following graded exact sequence:
0 w g-sN w Y_g g-sN w G w 0.
By 2.2, Y_g g-sN&g g-sN.
(2) O (3) O (4) and (3) O (5) are obvious.
(4) O (6) and (5) O (6) follows from Theorem 4.7.
(6) O (1) follows from Theorem 4.5 (3).
Theorem 4.2 follows immediately from Theorem 4.5 (1) and the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 4.11. For every graded nuclear Fre chet space F there exists a
graded short exact sequence of the form:
0 w g-sN w K w F w 0,
where K is a graded subspace of g-sN.
Proof of 4.11. By [V0, 1.6] or [V1, 3.1], we have a short exact
sequence in the category of Fre chet spaces:
0 w s w s w sN w 0
and we obtain the following graded short exact sequence:
0 w g-sN w g-sN wq g- ‘
n # N
sN w 0.
Now, F is a graded subspace of g->n # N Fn , where (Fn) is the grading of F.
Since Fns
N [J, 21.7.3], g->n # N Fn is a graded subspace of g->n # N s
N.
It is enough to take K=q&1(F ).
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5. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENTIAL COMPLEXES
Now, we are interested in the splitting of differential complexes:
0 w ker P0(D)(0) w C (0, B0) w
P0 C(0, B1) w
P1 C (0, B2) w } } } ,
(5.1)
where 0 is a C-manifold, B0 , B1, ... are C vector bundles over 0 and
P0 , P1 , ... are differential operators. It should be mentioned that some
results below are clearly valid for convolution operators. The following
result together with Theorem 2.4 and 3.5 explains what is the relation of
the splitting of (5.1) and the abstract splitting theory from the previous
section.
Theorem 5.1. Let
0 w ker P w g-sN wP im P w 0 (5.2)
be a graded short exact sequence, im Pg-sN, where both ker P and im P
have gradings induced from their superspaces g-sN. The following conditions
are equivalent :
(1) Ext1g(im P, ker P)=0.
(2) The sequence (5.2) graded splits.
(3) The sequence (5.2) splits in the category of Fre chet spaces.
Proof. (1) O (2) O (3) are obvious. By Proposition 3.10, (3) O (2).
(2) O (1) follows from 4.2.
Using our theory in Section 4, we obtain the following main result (for
the definition of s-friendliness see the remark after Theorem 4.5):
Theorem 5.2. Let
0 w ker T0 w E0 w
T0 E1 w
T1 E2 w
T2 E3 w } } } (5.3)
be an algebraically exact sequence of metrizable vector spaces and continuous
operators.
If (5.3) is graded exact and Ek&g g-sN &g C (equivalently, Ek &
sN &C topologically and Ek strict norm graded ) for k # N, then
(1) for k2 the complex (graded ) splits at Ek ;
(2) the complex (graded ) splits at E1 iff ker T1 is an s-friendly graded
space and this holds, for example, whenever ker T0 has a grading consisting
of quotients of s or of Banach spaces;
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(3) the complex splits completely, i.e., at Ek for k=0, 1, ..., if and only
if ker T0 is an s-friendly strict graded space.
Remark. There are complexes of the form (5.3) which do not split
at E1 , see Example 6.3.
Corollary 5.3. Let (5.3) be an algebraically exact sequence of
metrizable vector spaces and continuous operators where all Ek are topologi-
cally isomorphic to sN &C. The complex splits at Tk for all kn if and
only if the complex
0 w ker Tn w E n w
Tn E n+1 w
Tn+1 E n+2 w
Tn+2 E n+3 w } } }
is graded exact when we equipp Ek with the strict norm grading (i.e., the
grading of g-sN &g C ) for each kn, and ker Tn with the grading induced
from En is an s-friendly strict graded space.
In particular, for n=0 we obtain a characterization of the splitting of the
complex (5.3).
Proof of Corollary 5.3. Any complemented subspace of a strict norm
graded space is obviously strict norm graded if equipped with the induced
grading. Thus topological splitting of the complex at Tk , kn, implies
immediately that the complex is graded exact from Tn on and graded splits
from Tn on. Thus both necessity and sufficiency follows from Theorem 5.2
(3).
Part (2) of Theorem 5.2 has an immediate consequence.
Let 0 be a C-manifold, B0 , B1 vector bundles, P: C (0, B0) 
C(0, B1) a differential operator. We call P hypoelliptic if for every open
|/0 and suitable m # N0 every zero solution in Cm(|, B0) is already in
C(|, B0). If P is elliptic, then P is known to be hypoelliptic.
We call a linear space of functions E on 0 locally finite dimensional if
for every compact subset of 0 the space of restrictions of functions in E is
finite dimensional.
Palamodov [P3] proved the following result for the  -complex over
Stein manifolds. The second part contains the results of Grothendieck and
Poly [Po] and Vogt [V2] (cf. Meise, Taylor, and Vogt [MTV2]).
Theorem 5.4. Let 0 be an arbitrary non-compact manifold, Bk be a
vector bundle over 0 and Pk : C(0, Bk)  C(0, Bk+1) be differential
operators such that P0 is hypoelliptic. If the complex:
0 w ker P0 w C(0, B0) w
P0 C(0, B1) w
P1 } } }
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is graded exact, then the complex (graded ) splits at C(0, Bk) for k1.
The complex splits at C(0, B0) iff ker P0 is locally finite dimensional.
Remark. Notice that by 3.7, the above assumptions are satisfied for the
 -complex over an arbitrary Stein manifold 0.
Proof. Due to the closed graph theorem, for |1//|2/0, |1 with
C-boundary, the restriction maps
N(|2) w Nm(| 1) w N(|1)
are continuous, where N(|)=[s # C(|, B0) : P0s=0] and Nm(| 1) is
the closure of [s # Cm(|2 , B0) : P0s=0] in Cm(| 1 , B0). Theorem 5.2(2)
yields the result.
In the second part sufficiency is obvious. Necessity follows from the fact
that strictness implies that for a suitably chosen exhaustion |1//
|2// } } } the restriction maps Nm(| k)  Nm(| k&1) are compact and
surjective.
Theorem 5.5. Let 0Rn be an open subset, B0 , B1 be trivial vector
bundles. The following graded spaces are s-friendly:
(1) E(0, B0) equipped with the grading induced from C (0, B0) for
arbitrary closed translation invariant subsheaf E of C;
(2) the kernel of arbitrary convolution operator, in particular, of
each linear differential operator with constant coefficients P: C(0, B0) 
C(0, B1).
Combining Theorems 5.5, 5.2, 3.5, 3.6 and 2.4, we get the following
corollaries which are stronger than everything known in this respect (or at
least covers known results).
Palamodov [P4, Ex. 4] proved the following result for convex 0 and
differential operators with constant coefficients.
Corollary 5.6. If 0iRn are open subsets and T0 : C(00)s 
C(01)s1 is a matrix of convolution operators such that the corresponding
complex
0 w ker T0 w C(00)s w
T0 C(01)s1 w
T1 C(02)s2 w } } } ,
is algebraically exact, then the complex topologically (or, equivalently,
graded ) splits at C(0k)sk for k=1, 2, ... . The complex above splits at
C(00)s iff ker T0 is strict graded.
The last corollary is due to Meise, Taylor, and Vogt [MTV1],
[MTV2], [MTV3] (for P-convexity see [H2]).
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Corollary 5.7. Let 0Rn be an open P-convex set, where P(D) is a
linear differential operator with constant coefficients. Then P(D): C(0) 
C(0) has a linear continuous right inverse iff ker P(D) is a strict graded
space.
Proof of 5.2. We will give two different proofs of (1). It is worth noting
that the first proof below uses only a very small portion of Section 4.
(1) Method I: Since ker T1=im T0 has a strict grading, thus, by
4.7 (ii), G :=im T1=ker T2 satisfies the assumptions of 4.5 (2). This com-
pletes the proof for k=2, for other k a similar proof works.
Method II: Obviously, im T0=ker T1 is a graded quotient of g-sN.
By 4.1,
Ext1g(g-s
N, ker T2)=0.
By 4.2 and 4.3, ker T2 is graded isomorphic to a graded complemented sub-
space of g-sN. This completes the proof for k=2 because of 4.2. For k>2
we repeat the same arguments.
(2) The case when ker T1 is s-friendly follows from (3). The other
case follows from Theorem 4.7.
(3) Necessity is trivial.
Sufficiency follows from Theorem 4.5 (2) and the remark after it.
For the proof of 5.5 (1) we need the following lemma. For the notation
see the Preliminaries.
Lemma 5.8. Let E be a shift-invariant subsheaf of C( } , B) for some
vector bundle B over Rn. Let |0Rn be open subsets and let E(0, |) :=
[ f # E(0) : f ||#0]. Then for each commutative diagram with exact rows
(in the category of Fre chet spaces)
0 ww E(0$, |$) wwt Z wwq s ww 0
J U V
0 ww E(0, |) wwT Y wwQ s ww 0,
where J is the restriction map, 0$0= , |$|= , =>0, there is a continuous
extension of J onto Y.
Remark. The same holds for |$=|=<.
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Proof of 5.8. Let (ej ) be the sequence of unit vectors in s. Without loss
of generality we may assume that there is an increasing sequence n(k) of
natural numbers and a sequence of liftings f kj # Y of ej such that
& f kj &kCk j n(k)
for each j # N and some constant Ck , where the norm & } &k on Y is chosen
in such a way that it induces on E(0, |) a norm stronger than the norm
& } &k :
& f &k := sup
|:|k, x # 0k
} 
:
x:
f (x) } ,
(0k) is an increasing exhaustion of 0 (a corresponding norm on E(0$, |$)
will be denoted in the same way).
Let us denote
G kj = f
k+1
j & f
k
j # E(0, |).
Modifying the constant Ck if necessary, we obtain
&G kj &kCk j n(k+1).
Let / be a C function satisfying: (i) R n /=1; (ii) /|B=1; (iii) supp /2B,
where B is a suitable ball in Rn. We denote /=(x) :=(1=n) /(x=). Then, for
=j, k=, we define
gkj :=G
k
j &G
k
j V /=j, k # E(0$, |$).
Since
gkj ( y)=| G kj ( y) /=j, k(x)&G kj ( y&x) /=j, k(x) dx,
we get in E(0$, |$) for m<k :
&gkj &m=j, k &G kj &m+1Ck =j, k j n(k+1).
Similarly, for km, we get
&gkj &G
k
j &m=&G
k
j V /=j, k&mDk, m
1
(=j, k)m&k
j n(k+1)
for some constant Dk, m .
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For =j, kmin(=, 2&kC &1k ) j
&n(k+1) the series k=m+1 g
k
j converges with
respect to the norm & } &m since
:

k=m+1
&gkj &m :

k=m+1
Ck =j, k j n(k+1)<2&m.
We define a lifting R: s  Z, R(ej ) :=hj of V, where hj :=Uf 0j +
k=0 tg
k
j # Z for j # N. Since
\m _p(m), C(m): &Uf mj &mCm j
p(m),
in order to show continuity of R it is enough to estimate
&hj &Uf mj &m=" :
m
k=0
t(gkj &JG
k
j )+ :

k=m+1
t(gkj )"m .
We have
:
m
k=0
&gkj &G kj &m\ :
m
k=0
Dk, m max \1= , 2kCk+
m
+ j (m+1) n(m+1);
:

k=m+1
&gkj &m2
&m,
and this completes the proof, since obviously q b R=V and therefore
q b (U&R b Q)=0, which yields a map S: Y  E(0$, |$), so that t b S=
U&R b Q hence, S b T=J.
Proof of 5.5. We omit in our notation the vector bundle B0 . Let (0n)
be an increasing open, relatively compact exhaustion of 0.
(1) We prove only (b$) since the proof of (a$) is similar. If G :=E(0),
then
G (l )=E(0, 0l ) :=[ f # E(0) : f |0l#0] G
(l )
m =E(0m , 0l ) for ml.
Since E(0) is a graded subspace of C(0)&g g-sN, thus E(0, 0l ) has
a grading consisting of subspaces of s. We find n(l, m) such that the
restriction map
(J (l+1)l )
n(l, m)
m : E(0n(l, m) , 0l+1)  E(0m , 0l )
factorizes through a subspace Xm, l of s. We obtain the following com-
mutative diagram with exact rows ( p=n(l, m), r=n(l+1, n(l, m))):
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0 ww E(0m , 0l ) ww Z ww s ww 0
Rm, l id
0 Xm, l
j1 s wwq1 s ww 0
Sm, l
0 ww E(0p , 0l+1) ww
j2 Y wwq2 s ww 0
Rp, l+1 W id
0 Xp, l+1
j3 s wwq3 s ww 0
Sp, l+1
E(0r , 0l+2)
where (J (l+1)(l ) )
p
m=Rm, l b Sm, l , the second and the fourth rows are obtained
by Proposition 1.3 and the first and the third rows are obtained from the
second and the fourth ones, resp., by the procedure described in 3.11 (a)
(the version for Fre chet spaces). Now, Ext1(s, s)=0 (Theorem 1.1), and
thus Sm, l extends to a map T : Y  s which clearly induces a map T1 : s  s
such that q1 b T=T1 b q2 . Applying 5.8, we extend (J (l+1)(l ) )
p
m=Rm, l b Sm, l
onto Y and thus (J (l+2)(l ) )
r
m=(J
(l+1)
(l ) )
p
m b Rp, l+1 b Sp, l+1 factorizes through s.
(2) follows immediately from (1).
6. COUNTEREXAMPLES
In the above theory we have a very strange asymmetry between
quotients and subspaces of g-sN. Moreover, Theorem 5.2 requires some
strange non-natural assumptions in case of splitting at E1 . We will show
that these peculiarities are unavoidable.
Example 6.1. There exists a graded short exact sequence of the form
0 w X w g-sN w G w 0,
where G does not satisfies any one of the conditions (1)(6) from
Theorem 4.1. In fact, G is even not s-friendly.
First, we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 6.2. Let U, V be Fre chet spaces isomorphic to s. Then there is a
complemented subspace A&s in U_V such that A+V A is not isomorphic
to a quotient of s.
Proof of 6.2. Let G be an arbitrary subspace of U&s which is not a
quotient of s. Let (wn) be a linearly dense sequence in G such that
n # N &wn&k< for any k # N. If (en)n # N is the unit vector basis in V&s,
then (hn)n # N , hn :=en+wn is a basic sequence equivalent to the standard
basis (en)n # N in s (see [Dr, Theorem 2.8]). We define A :=lin[hn : n # N]
and a projection P: U_V  A, P((:n)n # N , (;n)n # N) :=n # N ;nhn .
Clearly ker P=U and A+V =VG=AG. This completes the proof.
Construction of 6.1. By the remark after Theorem 4.5 it suffices to
construct an appropriate G which is not s-friendly.
First, we construct for each l # N a graded quotient (Z(l ), (Zk(l ))k # N) of
g-sN such that for any q>l the map induced by the identity: (J (l )(1))
q
l+1:
Z(l )(l )q  Z(l )
(1)
l+1 does not factorize through any quotient of s.
We take U, V, A, a projection P: U_V  A as in 6.2. Moreover, we
denote
U0 :=A+V VU, and the embeddings u: U0/U, v: A/U_V.
Finally, let us define:
Xi (l ) :={U0 ,A,
for 1il
for l+1i ;
Yi (l ) :={U_s
i&1,
U_V_si&2,
for 1il
for l+1i ;
Zi (l ) :={UU0_s
i&1,
((U_V )A)_si&2,
for 1il
for l+1i ;
ji (l ): Xi (l )  Yi (l ), ji (l ) :={u,v,
for 1il
for l+1i ;
qi (l ): Yi (l )  Zi (l ), ker(qi (l )) :=( ji (l ))(Xi (l )).
It is clear that (Xi (l )) i # N is a spectrum representing X(l )&g s with the
constant grading. Similarly, (Yi (l )) i # N with projections as linking maps
represents Y(l )&g g-sN and (Zi (l )) i # N with the linking maps induced by
projections represents Z(l )&g g-sN as well. Moreover, we obtain the
following commutative diagram with exact rows:
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0 ww X1(l ) www
j1(l ) Y1(l ) www
q1(l ) Z1(l ) ww 0
b b b
0 ww Xl (l ) www
jl (l ) Yl (l ) www
ql (l ) Zl (l ) ww 0
(6.1)
0 ww Xl+1(l ) www
jl+1(l ) Yl+1(l ) www
ql+1(l ) Zl+1(l ) ww 0
b b b
0 ww X(l ) wwwj(l ) Y(l ) wwwq(l ) Z(l ) ww 0.
Let us observe for linking maps i l+11 : Zl+1(l )  Z1(l ), i
q
l : Zq(l )  Zl (l ),
that
ker i l+11 =A+V A_s
l&1((U_V )A)_sl&1=Zl+1(l )
ker i ql =A+V A_s
q&1&l((U_V )A)_sq&2=Zq(l ).
Now,
(J (l )(1))
q
l+1: A+V A_s
q&1&l  A+V A_sl&1
is a projection and induces on the first factor A+V A the identity map. If
(J (l )(1))
q
l+1 factorized through a quotient of s then id: A+V A  A+V A
would factorize as well and A+V A would be isomorphic to a quotient
of s; a contradiction.
In the next step we glue together all diagrams (6.1) for l # N taking an
‘‘s-direct sum’’ of them.
On each Yi (l ) we fix a sequence of seminorms & } &n, i, l in a standard
way:
&(!k, j )k # N, ji&n, i, l := sup
k # N, ji
kn |!k, j |.
Clearly, & } &n, i, l induces also seminorms on Xi (l ) (as on a topological sub-
space) and on Zi (l ) (as on a topological quotient). Moreover, the linking
maps i i+1i : Wi+1(l )  Wi (l ) (whenever W substitutes either X or Y or Z )
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are of norm 1 if we equip the domain with & } &n, i+1, l and the range with
& } &n, i, l for any n # N.
We define for W=X, Y, Z:
Wi :={w=(wl ) l # N # ‘l # N Wi (l ) : &w&n, i :=supl # N l
n &wl&n, i, l<=
equipped with the sequence of seminorms (& } &n, i )n # N . Obviously, for
each i,
ji :=( ji (l )) l # N : Xi  Yi qi :=(qi (l )) l # N : Yi  Zi
are a topological embedding and a quotient map, respectively. Similarly,
we define coordinatewise the linking maps in the spectra (Xi ) i # N , (Yi ) i # N ,
(Zi ) i # N . It is easily seen, that Yi&s
i and linking maps are projections.
Thus (Yi ) represents Y&g g-sN. Let us denote by X and Z projective limits
of (Xi ) and (Zi ), resp. We obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 ww X1 ww
j1 Y1 ww
q1 Z1 ww 0
b b b
0 ww Xl ww
jl Yl ww
ql Zl ww 0
(6.2)
0 ww Xl+1 ww
jl+1 Yl+1 ww
ql+1 Zl+1 ww 0
b b b
0 ww X ww Y ww Z ww 0.
Now, Z(l ) (l)q and Z(l )
(1)
l+1 are complemented subspaces of Z
(l)
q and Z
(1)
l+1 ,
resp. The map (J (l )(1))
q
l+1 : Z(l )
(l)
q  Z(l )
(1)
l+1 is a restriction of ((idZ)
(l )
(1))
q
l+1:
Z (l )q  Z
(1)
l+1. Thus (J
(l )
(1))
q
l+1 factorizes through T :=((idZ)
(l )
(1))
q
l+1 and if the
latter factorized through a quotient of s, then the former would factorize as
well. Finally, T is surjective and acts between nuclear Fre chet spaces. If T
factorized through a space with (0), then its range would be a nuclear
Fre chet space with (0), hence a quotient of s [V1, Theorem 1.4]. This
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completes the proof by taking G&g (Z, (Zi ) i # N). Of course, by (6.2) and
by Proposition 3.1, G is a graded quotient YX of Y&g g-sN.
Example 6.3. There is a graded exact sequence (5.3), Ek &g g-sN for
k # N, which does not split at E1 and such that ker T1 is an example of a
graded space graded isomorphic both to a graded subspace and a graded
quotient of g-sN but not graded isomorphic to a graded complemented sub-
space of g-sN.
Remark. As follows from Theorem 5.2 (2) and 5.2 (3) in connection
with 5.5 (2), neither T0 nor T1 in the example can be a convolution
operator.
Construction of 6.3. We take G&g g-sNX, X defined in 6.1. Then by
3.11 and 4.11, we obtain the following commutative graded diagram:
0 0
0 ww g-sN ww K ww G ww 0
0 ww g-sN ww H ww g-sN ww 0 (6.3)
X ww X
0 0
By 4.1, the second row splits and thus we obtain a sequence
0 w X w g-sN w K w 0, (6.4)
where Kg-sN. Then repeating the above procedure twice (the first time
for g-sNK instead of G) we can prolong the sequence (6.4) to
0 w X w g-sN wT0 g-sN wT1 g-sN wQ2 L w 0.
By the proof of 5.2 (1), L :=im Q2 is a graded complemented subspace of
g-sN. We obtain the following graded exact sequence, T2 :=Q2_id,
0  X  g-sN wT0 g-sN wT1 g-sN_g g-sN ww
T2_id im Q2_g g-sN  0. (6.5)
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By 2.2, im Q2_g g-sN &g g-sN and assume that (6.5) splits at T1 . Since
K=ker T1 , splitting at T1 implies that K is a graded complemented sub-
space of g-sN. Then the first row of (6.3) multiplied by
0 w g-sN w g-sN w 0 w 0
would give (by 2.2)
0 w g-sN w g-sN w G w 0.
This contradicts 6.1.
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